ListenUp! is a video outreach program designed to make it easier for families to communicate with friends, family, and caretakers about childhood hearing loss. You can see some examples at: www.ohns.ucsf.edu/listenup

What do the videos include?

Each video is ~5 minutes long, and includes:
• A simulation of your child’s hearing loss
• Info on how amplification devices work
• Tips on how to communicate effectively

How do I make a video?

Making a video is easy and only takes 40 minutes. After discussing your goals, we write a script for you that will be used as the video’s voice-over. Then, the parent reads this script into a microphone, and we take some photos and videos of the child playing. We edit the video together and give it to you.

Why participate?

ListenUp is a tool that can help parents to advocate for their child’s needs in a way that is convenient and positive. You receive a fun, engaging video of your child that you can share with anyone you wish.

Contact us!

For more information, please get in touch with our program coordinator, Cimeran Kapur via email at Cimeran.Kapur@ucsf.edu